Semantics for
interoperability
of distributed data &
models:
Foundations for better connected information

Why hasn’t this happened already?
• Movement to open data is well underway
• Semantics have worked for small
disciplinary communities but so far have
been very hard for interdisciplinary
science
• General feeling that the semantic web has
underperformed its promise
– Need for a “killer app” that actually applies the
semantic web to practical problems for science
& society

FAIR data stewardship principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016)
•
•
•
•
•

Findable
Accessible
Interoperable
Reusable
FAIR+ (our interpretation): Information can be found,
retrieved, linked, & operated upon in an unsupervised way,
from multiple distributed repositories, with minimal risk of
misalignment

Types of ontologies
CONTROLLED
VOCABULARIES:
Similar to domain ontologies; large
number of terms

May use same vocabulary, even
if logic is poorly thought out

DOMAIN ONTOLOGIES:
Define terms within a field

(e.g., SWEET, SPAN/SNAP,
ENVO, Gene Ontology,
PlantOntology)

OBSERVATION ONTOLOGIES:
How are scientific phenomena observed? (e.g., OBOE, O&M)

FOUNDATIONAL ONTOLOGIES:
Abstract, philosophical, high-level (e.g., DOLCE, SUMO, BFO)

How do we define a scientific observable,
and an observation of it?

• Three key dimensions make data interoperable & reusable:
1. What is the observation about?
Observable semantics (subject-quality-process-event)
2. How is the observation carried out?
Units, rankings, classifications: Properly annotated,
a system could mediate between different units
3. When and where is the observation carried out?
Context and scale

• Semantics first approach (driving data collection, organization, processing,
curation) vs. annotation approach

Our approach
• Custom semantics & annotation language (k.IM)
– Supported by open-source software (k.LAB)
– Full support of FAIR+
– Operates across domains of environmental & Earth systems modeling

• Move beyond “term matching” – textual metadata & controlled vocabularies
• Key requirements:
1. Fully compatible with accepted semantic web standards (OWL2)
2. Expressive, intuitively related to the scientific phenomena being described
3. Readable, as close as possible to English, to be easier to learn
4. Parsimonious, high descriptive power & flexibility – small core language to maintain
logical consistency

User types
SCIENTISTS/TECHNICIANS:
Annotate data & models using terms
from domain ontologies with
context-aware search tools

DISCIPLINARY EXPERTS:
Build domain ontologies in
collaboration with knowledge engineers

Science support staff

Research scientists

KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERS:
Define semantic worldviews & guide development
of logically consistent, parsimonious domain
ontologies with disciplinary experts

Well-trained semantics
experts

Base observable & universal types

subdivisions (atmospheric, soil strata, etc.)
species, crop type, chemical element, etc.

Anything we can observe (with data) has a
subject

EXAMPLES

• Countable, physical, recognizable object

SUBJECTS:

A mountain

A population of humans

A forest

A river

Typical data describe a subject’s specific quality

EXAMPLES

• Described by an observer type
(measurement, count, percentage, proportion, etc.)

SUBJECTS:
QUALITIES:

A mountain
Elevation (measurement, m)

A population of humans
Per capita income (value, $)

A forest
Percent tree canopy cover (%)

A river
Stream order (ranking – 2 nd)

Over time, subjects may experience processes

EXAMPLES

• Described by an observer type (e.g., measurement, count,
percentage, proportion, etc.)

SUBJECTS:

A mountain

QUALITIES:

Elevation (measurement, m)

PROCESSES:

Erosion (measurement, T/ha*yr)

A population of humans
Per capita income (value, $)
Migration (people/yr)

A forest

A river

Percent tree canopy cover (%)

Stream order (ranking – 2 nd)

Tree growth (T/yr)

Streamflow (m 3/sec)

EXAMPLES

A single, time-limited process is an event

SUBJECTS:

A mountain

QUALITIES:

Elevation (measurement, m)

PROCESSES:

Erosion (measurement, T/ha*yr)

EVENTS:

Snowfall

A population of humans
Per capita income (value, $)
Migration (people/yr)
A birth

A forest

A river

Percent tree canopy cover (%)

Stream order (ranking – 2 nd)

Tree growth (T/yr)

Streamflow (m 3/sec)

Death of a tree

A flood event

Relationships connect two subjects
• Structural & functional components
(Parenthood connects parents to children; Ecosystems provide benefits to human beneficiaries

EXAMPLES

• Very important for agent-based models

SUBJECTS:

A mountain

QUALITIES:

Elevation (measurement, m)

PROCESSES:

Erosion (measurement, T/ha*yr)

EVENTS:
RELATIONSHIPS:

Snowfall

A population of humans

A forest

Per capita income (value, $)
Migration (people/yr)
A birth

↖ Skiers using a mountain for recreation ↗

A river

Percent tree canopy cover (%)

Stream order (ranking – 2 nd)

Tree growth (T/yr)

Streamflow (m 3/sec)

Death of a tree
↖ A city using a river for water supply ↗

A flood event

Observables can also have one or more traits
• “Adjectives” that add descriptive power to further modify a
concept
• Add flexibility without adding more complexity to the
ontologies
•1. ATTRIBUTES
Four types:
4. ORDERINGS
3. REALMS
2. IDENTITIES
(Temporal, frequency,
min/max/mean, etc.)

(Authoritative species
or chemical names)

(strata - Soil, atmosphere,
ocean, forest)

(High-Moderate-Low)

Defining, annotating, & observing concepts

Attributes & their types
• Enable a construction of a large, flexible, yet parsimonious &
logically consistent system

Semantic observers
produce observations of concepts

Authorities
• Reuse well-accepted domain ontologies & controlled vocabularies:
GBIF (biological taxonomy), IUPAC (chemical elements & compounds),
Soil WRB (soil), AGROVOC (agriculture)
– For honeybees (Apis mellifera):

• Bridging authorities could mediate between domain ontologies/controlled vocabularies
from the same field (not yet attempted)

Decide type of
observation

Lookup primary
observable

1
Lookup concept by
keyword

Not found

Can it be expressed as an
abstract observable + identity?

Is the identity managed
by an authority?

Yes

No
Found

Assign provisional name,
issue request

Yes

Use authority to obtain
identity
(e.g., Identified “23343” by
GBIF)

No
Not found

Look up identity
trait
Found

Subject type
may need traits,
identities, etc.

Triple check usage; Assign
primary observable

Use identity to define trait for abstract observable
(e.g., im.chemistry:Carbon im:Concentration
im.ecology:Individual identified “23343” by GBIF)

2
Does it have observational
attributes (annual,
average…)?

Lookup attribute by
keyword

Yes

Not found

Assign provisional name,
issue request

Yes

No

Found

3
Define concept for
inherent subject

Yes

Does its meaning depend on
being in the context of a particular
subject that may vary?

No

More attributes?

Assign attribute
(e.g., im:Annual im.hydrology:RainfallAmount)

No

Annotate model

OBSERVABLE DEFINITION FLOWCHART

Benefits & challenges
• Benefits:
1. Clear focus on how foundational, observation, and domain
ontologies fit together to clearly define scientific observables
2. Simple phenomenology to describe observables
3. Distributed, web-based language and software enforces consistency
but allows uncoordinated use & expansion to appropriate domain
ontologies/controlled vocabularies, all in support of FAIR+

• Challenges: Use across larger, more diverse communities

